Hybrid laparorobotic debranching and endovascular repair of thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm.
Surgical debranching and endovascular repair is an attractive hybrid approach in high-risk patients with thoracoabdominal aneurysms unsuitable for conventional open repair. Vascular laparorobotic technology is an evolving field in the treatment of aortoiliac and aneurysmal disease. Herein we present a case in which hybrid laparorobotic debranching and endovascular repair was performed in a patient with a symptomatic 7 cm thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm extent III. The laparorobotic approach was utilized for iliac artery exposure and suturing of the proximal anastomosis of the debranching graft. The technique was also useful in limiting the extent of the abdominal incision in a patient with severe comorbidities. Advantages of computer-assisted robotic vascular reconstruction include a high-resolution three-dimensional field of view and technical precision for vascular dissection and anastomosis.